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Abstract
The astrophysical S-factor and total cross-section of ( )He Be,3 7a g radiative capture reaction are
analyzed using thefirst-order distortedwave born approximation and artificial neural network. To
make estimations of S34(0) at energies going to zero, we have used an artificial neural networkmodel as
a new approximation in this area. First, we obtain distortedwave born approximation results using the
Gaussian andWoods-Saxon potentials. After, we evaluate artificial neural network approximation to
analyze reaction observables of the ( )He Be,3 7a g system.Our results show that artificial neural
networkmodel is a powerful candidate as an extrapolationmodel for astrophysical energies for
estimating of the S-factor observable.

1. Introduction

Big BangNucleosynthesis (BBN) gives us one of the early universe’smost precise and vital content. It has
successfully explained reaction rates and abundances of very light elements,A� 4.However, recent
observations of themetal-poor halo stars (MPHS) [1]have shown that the 6Li and 7Li abundances differ from
BBNprediction. ForA� 4 elements, the observed 7Li abundance is about three times smaller and 6Li abundance
is 1000 times larger than the standard big bang nucleosynthesis (SBBN) [2, 3]. To explain this Li anomaly
problem, the ( )He Be,3 7a g reaction has immense importance, since the SBBN states that the ( )He Be,3 7a g
reaction and subsequent 7Be decay are almost the primary sources to create 7Li.Moreover, solar neutrino studies
have taken great interest in nuclear astrophysics. The 3He(α, γ)7Be reaction is crucial in determining the Sun’s
neutrinoflux [4], since it is responsible for the second and third chains of the pp-cycle of hydrogen burning.

The cross section at solar energies is too small to bemeasured. Therefore, extrapolations are necessary to
obtain reaction observables, like s-factor, cross sections, and reaction rates, at these energies. Various
extrapolationsmethods have been developed to study these interactions in nuclear structure and reactions and
to obtain observables. One of thesemethods is the Artificial NeuralNetworks (ANN)method, which has been
used often in physics and other branches in recent years. In thismethod, themachine learning language
algorithm is obtained by analogywith the structure and functions used to describe the neural transmission
networks of the brain. The primary purpose here is tofind an effective solution for situations where algorithmic
equations are too dense. Thismethod has recently become critical in data analysis infields such asNuclear
Physics, High Energy Physics, Astrophysics, Biology, Chemistry,Meteorology andGeophysics [5]. InNuclear
Physics, with the help of the ANNmodel, infinding impact parameters in heavy-ion collisions [6–8], in
statisticalmodeling of nuclear systematics, nuclearmass systematics development studies [9], determination of
one and two proton separation energies,modeling of the systematics ofβ-decay half-lives [10] and creating a
model for the estimation of nuclear charge radii [11], a remarkable amount of work is being done. The reason for
using the ANNmethod in these studies and themost important advantage over othermethods is that, unlike
other extrapolationmodels, it does not need any equations ormathematical relations between the input and
output data, it takes the earlier data, performs the operation and produces output. TheANNmodel can be used
in non-linear equations to describe the relationship between input-output [5].
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In the present study, we have calculated the total cross section and S-factor for the ( )He Be,3 7a g reaction.
Our ultimate goal is to present a new extrapolation approximation for the astrophysical reaction observables for
solar energies. Also, to evaluate the reliability of ANN,we havemade a comparisonwith the nuclear potential
model. For this purpose, we have used distortedwave born approximation (DWBA) to study of ( )He Be,3 7a g
reaction. Also, to see the reliability of the ANN,we analysed ( )d Li, 6a g system at astrophysical energies as a
different reaction in section 3.1. All analyses conductedwithin the framework offirst-order distortedwave born
approximation (DWBA). Section 2.1 introduces ourmodels and phenomenological results for the

( )He Be,3 7a g system. In section 2.2, we briefly explain the properties of ANNand in section 3, we give our
results. Section 4 is devoted to the conclusion and summary.

2. Theory

2.1.DWBAmodel
The production of 7Be is significant to the primordial big-bang nucleosynthesis at exceptionally low
temperatures. However, studying the 3He(α, γ)7Be system is challenging theoretically and experimentally due to
the very low cross section of astrophysical energies. In this analysis, we have used the nuclear potentialmodel to
obtain the total cross section and S-factor for the 3He(α, γ)7Be radiative capture reactions. There are either no
open excited channels at astrophysically low energy for nuclear reactions or they are tooweak. As a helpful
approach, we have used the opticalmodel potential to define the best potentialmodel to get the reaction
observables for given system.Using this potential, we have applied the first-orderDWBA calculations for the
3He(α, γ)7Be system to get reaction total cross section. TheDWBA implicitly assumes that the elastic scattering is
dominant while non-elastic contributions can be treated perturbatively.

The transitional amplitude for theDWBA to define inelastic scattering from initial channel (i) tofinal
channel ( f ) is given by;

( ) ( ) ∣ ( )∣ ( ) ( )( ) ( )T k k dr k r U r k r, , , , 1fi f i f f f i i iò c b c= áF F ñ- +

where ki and kf arewave numbers of entrance and exit channels, respectively. The distortedwaves ( )( ) k r,i ic +

and ( )( ) k r,f fc - give the relativemotion between the interacting nuclei. The interaction potential is given by
U(r,β) and theβ defines internal coordinates of the excited states. The cross section can be obtained by
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d
T 2
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In ourDWBA calculations, we have obtained the entrance channel potential for the 4He+3He by using the
opticalmodel potential as given below. There is no potential between the 7Be and γ for the exit channel. The
overlapwave function is defined by using 7Be overlap for this system. Therefore, the spectroscopic factor for this
reaction is chosen 1.

In our opticalmodel, the total potential Vtotal(r) consists of

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )V r V r V r V r . 3total Nuclear Coulomb Cent .= + +

TheCoulomb andCentrifugal potentials are well-known in total potential. TheWoods-Saxon volume and
Gaussian shape has been used as the nuclear potential in our analyzes.
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1/3). TheCoulomb potential [12] due to a chargeZPe interacting with a chargeZTe
distributed uniformly over a sphere of radiusRc
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whereRc is the Coulomb radius, andZP andZT denote the charges of the projectile P and the target nucleiT
respectively.
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The centrifugal potential is

( ) ( ) ( )
V r

l l

r
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2
8Centrifugal
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+

whereμ is the reducedmass of the colliding pair. The Fresco code [13] has been used for all calculations.
The astrophysical S-Factor S(E) is used for convenience, defined as follows:

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )S E E Eexp 2 9s ph=

This S(E) equation shows a strong energy dependence and η is given as the Sommerfeld parameter.
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2.2. Artificial NeuralNetworkmodel
Artificial NeuralNetwork (ANN) is amathematicalmodel that imitates the functioning of the human brain and
nervous system [14]. The structure of themodel consists of neurons in a nerve cell and the connections that
connect these neurons. The operating units in themodel are neurons. Neurons are located in groups in three
different layers. These layers are the input, hidden and output layers. Because of its layered structure, this type of
ANN is called layeredANN.The independent variables of the problem are represented by neurons in the input
layer. A separate neuron corresponds to each variable. In the output layer, the desired result of the problem, that
is, the dependent variables takes place. The hidden layer, which is the layer in between, is a necessary layer for
solving nonlinear problems. Communication and data transfer between neurons in the layers is achieved
through connections with adjustable weights. The type of layeredANN inwhich data flows forward in one
direction is called layered feed-forward ANN.Themain goal in solving problemswith thismethod is to
determine theweight values of the connections between neurons, using a sample set of dependent and
independent variables. Then, with the final weight values obtained, it is aimed to produce the desired outputs for
each given input set.

The number of neurons in the input and output layers depends on the variety of data for the problem. In
addition, there are no rules in determining the hidden layer and the number of neurons in this layer. The
properties of the hidden layer are related to the nature of the problem, and the use of a single hidden layer is
sufficient for solving almost all problems [15]. However, the number of hidden layer neurons for the problem
thatwill give the best result can be determined aftermany trials. In the study planned to be carried outwithin the
scope of this project proposal, the number of neurons in the output layer is 1, corresponding to the astrophysical
S-Factor value. The neurons in the input layer will consist of independent variables that can affect the reaction
cross-section. Because the use of some of these parameters will not affect the result andmay even lead to bad
results, and the absence of other parameters that are not includedmay also cause the result to be bad.One of the
main pillars of the project proposal is to determine the appropriate input variables to get the right results. In the
ANNmethod, this determination process does not depend on any physical formulation andwill take place after
many trials.

Each neuron in the hidden layer of the ANNhas an input and an output. All incoming connections to a
neuron provide data to that neuron. The addition function is a function that calculates the net input to that
neuron. Typically, weighted aggregation is done. In this process, each input value to the neuron ismultiplied by
theweight value of the connection that transmits it, and the net input is calculated. Next, the net input to the
neuron is processed, producing an output value corresponding to the input by this cell. This is donewith the
help of the activation function. The activation function can theoretically be any nonlinear function that behaves
well. In general, this function is chosen as a sigmoid-type function in calculations.

ANNmethod is a tool that gives very successful results for both linear and nonlinear problems. Themethod
basically consists of twomain stages. These are the training and testing phases. All the data of the problem are
divided into two separate groups for these stages, which is usually 80% for training and 20% for testing. In the
first stage, the training stage, the first part of the data is given to the ANN, including both input and desired
output values. By using this knowndata set, theweights between neurons are determined.

In this study, it is aimed tomake S-factor estimationswith ANNusing nuclear reaction data. S-factor values
were calculated using new data after 2000. In the establishment of the ANNmodel, the S-factor values
corresponding to the Energy value as input datawere estimated byANN. 1 input, 1 output, and 1 hidden layer
with 4 hidden layer neuronswere used.Multilayer Perceptronwas chosen from artificial intelligencemethods.
The activation function for hidden neurons can theoretically be a nonlinear function. In this study, the tangent
hyperbolic activation functionwas used as given below.

3
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( ) ( )tanh e e e ex x x x= - +- -

During the training phase, thefirst part of the data containing both input and desired output values is given to
the ANN.The Levenberg-Marquardt algorithmwas used for the training of theANN. The Epoch number for
training is set to 1000. In order to evaluate the Energy (E) and S-factor (S) parameters, both training and test
phase performancewere examinedwith different test and training data.With 105 data inputs with randomdata
selection validation technique; 80 data were used for training and 25 data for testing. The training error value
(minimunMSE) of approximately 0.004496462291 shows that themethod is quite reliable. Tables 1 and 2 shows
MSE (Mean Squared Error), NMSE (NormalizedMean Square Error),MAE (MeanAbsolute Error),Min. Abs
Error (MinimumAbsolute Error),Max. Abs Error (MaximumAbsolute Error), r (Linear Correlation
Coefficient) for both training and test data was taken into account.

3. Results and discussions

As explained in section 1, the ( )He Be,3 7a g reaction is significant for nuclear astrophysics studies and has been
studied intensively.We can divide the experimental studies for this reaction into roughly before and after the
year 2000. Before 2000, old experimental studies had insufficient experimental information like systematical
errors. There are serious differences between the results of experimental studies even on the same energy range
as given in Refs. [16–20]. These studies were generally carried out at energies under Ecm= 1.5 MeV. Themodern
experiments generally use prompt-γ ray [21–23], themeasurement of the 7Be activity [24–26] and the counting
of 7Be recoils [27] techniques. The energy ranges of these experiments change between Ecm= 0.07 and 3MeV.
There is a considerable difference in the absolute scale and the energy dependency of the S-factor from the results
compared to earlier and new experiments.

Numerous theoreticalmodels have been used to study ( )He Be,3 7a g reaction such as the asymptotic
normalization coefficient (ANC) technique [28, 29], R-matrix theory [30, 31], resonating groupmethod [32]
and potentialmodels [33]. In this study, the theoretical analysis of the S-factor and total cross-sections of the

( )He Be,3 7a g system at astrophysical energies has been performed based on theDWBAmodel.We have used
Gaussian andWoods-Saxon type nuclear potentials of the ( )He Be,3 7a g reaction as given in equations 4 and 5.
The values of parameters used for the real and spin-orbit parts of the nuclear potentials are shown in table 3. To
make a comparative study, we have presented the our theoretical results and experimental data infigure 1. At the
same time, we compare our all theoretical results infigure 2. Inner part offigure 2, we presented the S34(0)
estimation of our results.

Our analyses show that, theE(1) transition is responsible for themain contribution of all energies as known
from the literature [33].Wefirst used theGaussian type potential [30] in our calculations. Unfortunately, we
could not explain the experimental data at energies above 1MeV, as seen infigure 2. Then, we added the

Table 1.The calculated performance index for S-factor
estimation during testing.

Performance S

MSE 0.000326098

NMSE 0.071899417

MAE 0.015665494

Min. Abs Error 9.28885E-05

Max. Abs Error 0.032838677

r 0.971387998

Table 2.The calculated performance index for S-factor
estimation during training.

Performance S

MSE 0.000177433

NMSE 0.029226376

MAE 0.010580325

Min. Abs Error 4.53226E-05

Max. Abs Error 0.040934284

r 0.985278476
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spin-orbit potential and explained the experimental data up to around Ecm= 1.7 MeV. But therewere serious
differences between the theoretical results and the experimental data at energies bigger than 1.7 MeV. In
addition, we obtained the reaction observables usingWoods-Saxon potential. Nearly same behaviors were seen

Figure 1.The S-factor results of ( )He Be,3 7a g reactionwith comparison our results and experimental data. The experimental data is
obtained from [21–25, 27, 35].

Figure 2.The S-factor results of ( )He Be,3 7a g reaction for ourDWBAandANNcalculations.

Table 3.The parameters of the real and spin-orbit potentials for
theDWBA calculations.

Potential V a r0
Type (MeV) (fm) (fm)

Gaussian 300.5 1.120 0.850

Spin-Orbit forGaussian 90.0 1.200 0.310

Woods-Saxon 88.0 1.105 0.635

Spin-Orbit forWoods-Saxon 53.0 1.000 0.290

5
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with theGaussian potential. Our results are extremely sensitive to the potential parameters which used in these
calculations. Therefore, it is quite difficult to explain all energies between Ecm= 0 and 3MeVwith same
parameter set by using potentialmodels. Recently, Li et al [31] obtained satisfactory results by using R-Matrix
formalism. But this formalismneeds very complex data sets to explain the S-factor in all energy ranges.

As a second part, we have evaluated theANNmodel for the ( )He Be,3 7a g system as given in section 2.2.
In ourANNcalculations, the ( )He Be,3 7a g reaction experimental data has been used as input data and

estimated the energy going to zero as shown in inner part offigure 2. By using ANNmodel, the S-factor of the
( )He Be,3 7a g system is explained perfectly not only below the Ecm= 1.7 MeVbut also at the all energy region,

and the phase andmagnitude of the experimental data are reproduced verywell. In table 4, we have presented
our S34(0) results comparedwith the literature. As can be seen in table 4, ourGaussian andANN results, except
for theWoods-Saxon, are remarkably close to the average literature values. It shows us that the ANNmodel can
be a very reliable extrapolationmodel for estimating S34(0) at astrophysical energies.We have also compared our
best results for the total cross section infigure 3. Although our potentialmodel results show good agreement at
results less than Ecm= 1.7 MeV, it loses agreementwith the experimental data at large energies. However, ANN
results show excellent agreement in all energy regions.

3.1. d(α,γ)6Li system
In this section, to test the validity of the ANNmodel, we have presented ( )d Li, 6a g system S-factor results in
figure 4. 6Li is one of the important element for the Li abundances problem [43, 44]. During the BBNperiod, this
elementwas primarily synthesised using the direct capture ( )d Li, 6a g process. d(α, γ)6Li reaction is very

Figure 3.Comparison of the our best results for the ( )He Be,3 7a g reaction total cross section. The experimental data are taken from
[18, 25, 27].

Table 4. S34(0) values for different theoretical and
experimental studies.

References S34(0) (MeV.Barn)

Descouvement et al [30] 0.550 ± 0.017

Kajino [32] 0.540 ± 0.09

Angulo et al [39] 0.597 ± 0.019

Csoto and Langanke [40] 0.586 ± 0.018

Singh et al [41] 0.551 ± 0.022

Xu et al [42] 0.560 ± 0.05

Gaussian+S.O. this work 0.559

WS+S.O. this work 0.502

ANN this work 0.523
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different structure from the 3He(α, γ)7Be reaction. It has resonance atEcm= 0.711MeV energy and has very low
cross section [34]. Therefore, the predictions for d(α, γ)6Li reaction observables are very uncertain due to both
theoretical and experimental difficulties. In this study,firstly, we have examinedDWBAmodel with potential set
as givenDWBAas can be seen from figure 4. To analyze this reaction, the nuclear potential parameters have
takenV0=39.70MeV, r0=1.0 fm and a= 0.8 fm. In order to obtain the bestfit, theE(2) transition effect should
be taken into account. Unfortunately, Our potentialmodel failed to explain the experimental data at energies
greater thanEcm= 1MeV.On the other hand, we have conducted ANNmodel. TheANNmodel explained three
different experimental datamuch better thanDWBAmodel. This result is important in terms of showing us that
the ANNmodel is a reliablemethod.

4. Summary and conclusions

In this paper, we have investigated the astrophysical S-factor and total cross-section of 3He(α, γ)7Be reaction by
using thefirst-order distortedwave born approximation and artificial neural network. First of all, the nuclear
potentialmodel have been used to analyze nuclear astrophysical observables.We have used theGaussian and
Woods-Saxon potentials inDWBA calculations, as given in section 2.1. The agreement between the theoretical
results and the experimental data is reasonable until Ecm= 1.7 MeV. After the energies are bigger than
Ecm= 1.7 MeV, ourDWBA results do not explain experimental data. As given infigure 1, there are different type
experimental data in different energy ranges. For of this reason, it is challenging to explain experimental data
with the same potential set using a potentialmodel. As a second part of this study, we have used the ANNmodel.
It is clearly seen from figures 1–4 that our ANN results predicts perfectly the reaction observable, and reproduces
the oscillatory structure of the S-factor and total cross-section datawith correct phases andmagnitudes. In
addition, ANNprediction for the S34(0) is very compatible with the other data as seen in table 4.Our primary
motivation in this study is to test reliability of the ANN results for the reaction obervables and S34(0) estimation
in comparisonwith nuclear potentialmodel. According to our results, the ANNmodel is extraordinary
successful as an extrapolationmethod for astrophysical energies. It could be a powerful tool as an estimation
method in a regionwhere experimental data are not available. In our future studies, one of ourmain goals will be
to test the reliability of the predictionsmade by the ANNmodel in places where there is no experimental data in
comparisonwith theoreticalmodels for different reactions.

Figure 4.The S-factor results of ( )d Li, 6a g reactionwith comparison our results and experimental data. The experimental data is
obtained from [36–38].
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